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This paper considers the problem of approximating the
contact-area for non-convex prototypes built via Layered
Manufacturing. Specifically, the paper proposes a set of
heuristics for choosing candidate build directions along with
a criterion to test the quality of each heuristic. The paper also
presents efficient algorithms that compute approximately the
amount of contact-area for a given build direction. Experimental results on real-world models provide a comparison of
the proposed heuristics.



   

Layered Manufacturing (LM) is a fast-growing technology
that produces high-quality prototypes with added color in a
matter of hours and at low cost. Briefly, LM works as follows: The digital description of the prototype is oriented
suitably and sliced into horizontal 2D layers, which are then
built in succession in the vertical direction. Ideally the prototype is oriented so that it is self-supporting during the build
phase. However, real-world objects usually do not admit a
self-supporting orientation, and therefore, additional structures called supports are created to prop up certain portions
of the prototype; these are removed in post-processing.
Support requirements are measured by the volume of support structures and the extent to which supports “stick” to the
prototype (the contact-area). Both depend on the orientation
chosen for the prototype and must be kept small to ensure an
efficient build. This problem has received considerable attention (see [1, 3, 4, 9, 13, 11, 16]). Unfortunately, few results
are available for non-convex polyhedra. Majhi et al. [12]
give support optimization algorithms for non-convex polygons in the case of 2D Stereolithography. An exact algorithm to minimize contact-area is presented in [15], but its
high running time( !#"%$'&)(+* ) precludes its use in practice.
Allen and Dutta [2] give a heuristic to approximate the mini-
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mum contact-area for non-convex polyhedra, but provide no
analysis of the quality of the approximation.
In this paper we provide a suite of efficient and practical
heuristics for approximating support contact-area for nonconvex models and establish a ratio test that provides an indirect upper bound on the quality of the approximation of
any heuristic. Our results are based on ray-shooting, convex
hulls, boolean operations on polygons, spherical algorithms
etc., and use the CGAL and LEDA [5, 10] libraries for implementation. Finally, we present an extensive set of experimental results on real-world STL models. Details omitted in
this highly abbreviated paper (due to space limitations) may
be found in [8].
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In what follows we denote by < the polyhedron of interest,
by & the number of facets (triangles) in < , and by = the
build direction. Each facet, > , of < has associated with it an
outward unit vector denoted by ?A@ . Facet > is classified w.r.t.
the given build direction = , as front, back, or parallel if the
angle between = and ? @ is less than, greater than, or equal to
BDCE , respectively. The support contact-area for < is the total
surface area of < that is in contact with supports. Note that
for a general polyhedron, while back facets are completely
in contact with supports, front and parallel facets may be
only partially in contact—it is this latter aspect of support
structures that makes the support optimization problem that
we consider so challenging.
Ideally, we would like to find a direction =
that minimizes the contact-area of < . Unfortunately, even a small
change in the build orientation can result in a significantly
different footprint of the supports, which makes it difficult to
design a practical optimal algorithm. Therefore, an efficient
heuristic that provides some guarantee about the quality of its
approximation can be quite useful in practice. We develop a
quality measure below.
Let FHGI$J=K* denote the contact-area of < for direction =
and let LNMOGI$J=P* be the area of all back facets with respect
to = . Let = Q be the direction computed by a heuristic, and
let =KR be the direction that minimizes the area of back facets.
Since LNMOGI$S= *UTVFHGI$S= * and LIMOGN$S=PR*WTXLIMOGN$S= *
we have,

F GI$ =PQ * T FHGN$ =YQ * T FHGI$ =KQ *
H
FHGI$J= * LIMOGN$S= * I
L MOGN$S= R *
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Z any candidate direction = Q , we can use the ratio test
Given
to obtain an estimate of how close the contact-area for = Q is
to the minimum contact-area. Notice that LIMOGI$J=[R\* needs
to be computed only once, so the ratio test depends mainly
on the efficiency of computing the contact-area for a given
direction, which we describe in Section 3.
]
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Exact algorithm: W.l.o.g. assume that < rests on the h;i plane and that the build direction = coincides with jk . Let
> be a fixed front facet and let l be any back facet. The intersection of their projections on the h;i -plane yields a convex
polygon, F . If the pre-images, F @ and Fnm , of F on > and l ,
respectively, are such that F3m is above F @ in direction = , then
F @ is in contact with supports. Thus the footprint of supports
on the front facet > is the union of the pre-images Fom , for all
back facets l . The complexity of the union of the polygons
F m on a single front facet can be po$'&rqs* . The time to compute
the union is "%$'&Kqut\vDwr&x* in the worst case for any front facet
[6], hence "%$S&Kyzt\vDwr&x* overall. The storage requirement is
"%$'&zq+* ; since the algorithm works on a facet-by-facet basis,
the space can be reused.
A theoretically faster output-sensitive algorithm with running time "%$'&Ht\vDw q &Ik|{}t~v6w)&x* , where { is the complexity
of the decomposition, is given in [17]. Unfortunately, both
algorithms are extremely sensitive to degenerate input configurations, and therefore, reliable implementations require
the use of exact arithmetic. However, our experiments
and [17] indicate that the use of exact arithmetic introduces
considerable overhead on the running time (approximately
4000 seconds for polyhedra of 2000 facets and 400 seconds
for polyhedra of 150 facets, respectively). Therefore, we use
an exact algorithm merely for a one-time verification of the
simple heuristic below, which is practical for real data sets.
Heuristic: Let  @ (resp.  @ ) denote the set of rays,
originating at points on a given front facet, > , in direction
= that hit another facet of < (resp. miss all facets of < ).
Then the area of > that is in contact with supports can be
approximated as $ e@;  $b @Dk  @; **r++$J>u* . As the
density of the sample points is increased, the accuracy of
the approximation improves. The sample points are selected
through a subdivision process. Each facet is subdivided
progressively into triangular patches and the centroids of the
patches are selected as sample points. Next each patch is
subdivided into two triangles and the patches are processed
in a breadth-first search fashion to ensures that all facets
are subdivided to the same depth. The algorithm terminates
after a predefined number of iterations or when the change
in contact-area between successive iterations changes by
less than  (each iteration processes twice as many patches
as the previous one). At iteration  there are zn& patches
and for each patch the ray shooting takes "%$'&x* time. For 
iterations, the running time is "%$J4&zqs* .
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Due to the slow speed of the exact algorithm we ran comparison tests on decimated versions (2000 facets) of realworld STL models (see Table 1). (However, the final experiments in Table 1 were done on original models.) The
heuristic provided nearly the same answer as the exact algorithm, but in a fraction of the time. For a decimated version
of triad the heuristic converged to less than 1% change in
contact-area in 1 second and computed contact-area of 0.32,
while the exact algorithm computed 0.33 in 3888 seconds;
for top case the contact-area computed by the heuristic
was 10494.5 in 1 second, and 10268.1 in 11592 seconds by
the exact algorithm. All experiments were done on a SunBlade 100 machine with 512 MB of main memory and a
500 MHz processor. Programs were written in C++ using
CGAL and LEDA [5, 10]; Decimator TM [7] was used to decimate the models.
A similar approach can be used to compute contact-area
for parallel facets.
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We map each facet, > , to a point on 3q (the unit-sphere)
corresponding to ?@ . Let ;@ be the set of points on Aq that
are at distance D from ?r@ , i.e. 4@ is a great circle on nq .
(Several facets of < can correspond to P@ .) Facet > will be
a back facet, and therefore require supports, if and only if =
belongs to the open hemisphere with pole [?[@ . Let be
the arrangement of great circles corresponding to the facets
of < .
Lemma 1 The build direction = R minimizing the back facet
area corresponds to a vertex in .
Proof. Let ¡ be a cell in . The boundary of ¡ corresponds
to front and/or back facets becoming parallel facets. Therefore, the set of back facets corresponding to any point on the
boundary of ¡ is either the same as or is a proper subset of the
set of back facets corresponding to any point in the interior
of ¡ . Thus, the back facet area cannot increase. Therefore,
LIMOGN$S*T¢LIMOGI$J¡£* for any edge  on the boundary of ¡ .
Similarly, let  be an edge in and let ¤ be one of the
vertices in that is adjacent to  along the supporting great
circle ;¥ of  . The vertex ¤ represents a transition along 
onto a great circle other than ¥ . Thus, a front and/or a back
facet becomes parallel. As before, LIMOGN$'¤u*¦T§LIMOGN$S* .
This shows that it is sufficient to examine only the directions
¨
corresponding to the vertices in .
The algorithm: Lemma 1 immediately suggests an algorithm for finding =R . We first compute the arrangement
of great circles on the unit sphere, pick a vertex ¤ in ,
and initialize the back facet area term to the total area of
the back facets determined by the direction corresponding
to ¤ . Next, we walk along the arrangement by visiting adjacent vertices. During the transition from vertex ¤ to vertex © , let ªoLIMOGN$'¤u* be the area of the parallel facets at
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¤ «that become back facets at © , and let ªoLIMOGN$'© * be area
of the parallel facets at © that were back facets at ¤ . Then
LIMOGN$S=P¬*e®LNMOGI$S=P¯ *k°ªoLNMOGI$'¤u*A±ªNLNMOGI$S©`* . Fi-

nally, the algorithm reports the direction corresponding to
the vertex for which the back facet area is minimized.
Computing the arrangement takes "%$'&q²* time and "%$'&q+*
space. At each vertex the processing time is proportional
to its degree, and therefore, the overall time for visiting
the vertices is also "%$S&xq+* . The space usage can be improved to "%$'&x* at the expense of increased running time to
"%$'&zqxt~v6w)&x* . The main idea is to focus on only a portion of
by walking along arc edges belonging to the same great
circle. Given a great circle,  @ , we compute its intersections
with all the other great circles and sort the vertices of intersection in their circular order along K@ . Next we pick an
arbitrary vertex and initialize the back facet area term. Finally, we visit all the vertices along z@ and update the back
facet area term. The optimal direction is identified after all
great circles have been processed.
The running time per great circle is dominated by the time
to sort "%$'&x* vertices of intersection in time "%$'&Ht\vDw&x* . The
initialization time is "%$'&x* and the walk along a great circle
spends per vertex time proportional to its degree, or "%$'&x* in
total. Over all great circles the running time is "%$'&qut\vDw)&x* .
Since only a portion of is computed, the space is "%$'&x* and
this can be re-used.

³
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We present several heuristics for choosing a candidate build
direction that approximates the optimal contact-area requirements. The quality of each heuristic is measured in terms
Q *bLNMOGI$S=PR´* , which is an upper bound
of the ratio FHGN$=P
on FHGI$=P
Q *bFHGN$S= * , as seen in Section 2. We have implemented and tested the following choices for build direction:
min BFA: Direction that minimizes the back facet area.
Since the overall contact-area includes the area of the back
facets, it may be advantageous to choose a direction that results in low contact-area contribution from the back facets.
max PFA: Direction that maximizes the area of parallel
facets. The rationale is that parallel facets do not themselves
require supports, and therefore, by maximizing their area the
number of support structures could be reduced, which could
lead to reduced amount of contact-area.
max PFC: Direction that maximizes the count of parallel
facets. This is an alternative to the previous heuristic that
maximizes the number of facets that will not require direct
supports, which could lead to a reduction in support structures.
PC: Direction that corresponds to the principal components of the object (computed using MATLAB TM [14]). Intuitively, this heuristic builds the object along one of three
mutually perpendicular axes that capture the relative shape
of the object.

Flat: Direction that is opposite to the outward unit-normal
of a facet of the model. It is often desirable to build the part
such that it rests on one of its facets. In this case the facet
must be contained in the boundary of the convex hull of the
model. We select the facet on the convex hull which contains
facets from the original model that have the largest total area
and use as the build direction its outward unit-normal.
Random: Direction chosen at random. This heuristic was
included for comparison purposes. We chose a set of one
hundred and twenty random directions and computed the average of the contact-area over all of these directions, which
was then used to compute the contact-area ratio. (Since the
denominator in calculating the ratios is fixed, this is equivalent to taking the average of the ratios over all directions.)
Table 1 illustrates the models used for our experiment and
summarizes the results. For each model the table shows the
contact-area ratio computed for each heuristic and compares
the ratio realized by the best heuristic with the ratio realized by the random heuristic. As seen in the column named
“comp.”, savings ranging from 9% to 83% are achieved on
real-world (non-decimated) models. Note that even though
we are comparing ratios this is equivalent to comparing the
contact-areas themselves, since the denominators for both ratios are the same, namely the minimum back facet area.
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Table 1: Performance of the heuristics for approximating the contact-area. The last two models were hand-generated; the remaining models are originals from
Stratasys, Inc. (Models in table rows are pictured columnwise.) Running times exclude the computation of the ratio for the random heuristic, which is used only for
comparison. Numbers in [ ] show the ranking of each heuristic. The column “comp.” shows the fraction of improvement of the ratio given by the top-ranked heuristic
over the average ratio given by the random heuristic.
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